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Profile Bar Screen construction is unique to 
Hendrick Screen Company. 
The mechanically interlocked design is perfect for applications 
that require high strength and a very flat surface.
We believe it’s the strongest construction 
available on the market. Profile Bar is perfect
for drain and trench grating, ventilation grilles, entrance mats,
tree grates, cladding and more.

Hendrick Screen company has been
manufacturing screen products since
1974. We are an ISO 9001-2000
certified company and we take quality 
seriously. Our screens are made of 
100% stainless steel and aluminum for
a durable life. They are available in matt,
polished, grained and anodized finishes.
Our screens easily stand up to weather 
and heavy pedestrian and vehicular traffic.

www.hendrickscreenco.com  sales@hendrickscreenco.com
p. 270-685-5138  f.270-685-1729

Profile Bar Screens

Parx Casino Revolving Door Philadelphia

Virginia Museum of Art Richmond

University of Oregon Ventilation Grille

Infill Panels

Rittenhouse Condominium Ventilation Grille

Benches

City Center Sign Las Vegas

Mesa Transit Station Tree Grating



Wedge Tread V-Wire Screens

Profile Bar Screen construction is unique to 
Hendrick Screen Company. 
The mechanically interlocked design is perfect for applications 
that require high strength and a very flat surface.
We believe it’s the strongest construction 
available on the market. Profile Bar is perfect
for drain and trench grating, ventilation grilles, entrance mats,
tree grates, cladding and more.

Wedge Tread V-Wire Screens 
are constructed by automatically resistance welding the wire to each support rod producing a 
very strong wedgewire screen. Resistance welded wedgewire screens are produced with slot 
openings up to 1”. Uses includes cladding, artwork, foot grilles. column covers, ventilation 
grilles and more.

www.hendrickscreenco.com  sales@hendrickscreenco.com
p. 270-685-5138  f.270-685-1729

www.hendrickscreenco.com  sales@hendrickscreenco.com
p. 270-685-5138  f.270-685-1729

University of Maine Sculpture

Minneapolis Convention Center 
Ventilation Grilles

Cladding

Fountain Covers

Elevator Interior Cladding

Infill Panels

Interior PanelsRittenhouse Condominium Ventilation Grille

Schaumberg Convention Center
Foot Grilles

Mesa Transit Station Tree Grating



www.hendrickscreenco.com  sales@hendrickscreenco.com  p. 270-685-5138  f. 270-685-1729

Screen Types:
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Resistance Welded V-Wire Construction 
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* All measurements in inches unless otherwise noted.Note: Shape depictions not to scale.
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Speci�cations

63H L90Q 90Q L130Q Round Fin Fin

.063 .090 .090 .118
.125 dia.
.250 dia.

.070 .105

.500
1.000

.500

.750
1.000

.095 .125 .160 .197
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.080 .098

60V
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.100
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.069

.125

90V

.090

.150

90SV

.090

.105 .200 .275 .325

Wedge Wire: Wedge wire screens are produced by automatically 
resistance welding the wire to each support rod producing a very 
strong wedge wire screen with excellent beam, burst and collapse 
strength. Resistance welded wedge wire screens are produced with 
slot openings from .004" to 1". They can be provided in �at panels 
as well as cylinders, with a variety of supports.

Suppor

Wire images not to scale

Profile Bar Specification

Profile Bar: Profile bar screen construction is unique to Hendrick Screen Company. The mechanically interlocked 
design is perfect for applications that require high strength and a very flat surface. We believe it's the strongest
construction available on the market. Profile bar screens can be manufactured with slot openings from .005" to 2" 
and flatness to .060". 
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Profile Bar Construction 
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